August, 2021
CARO Executive Minutes
Motion
Move that we assign SJ and Julia Schwark as administrators of the FB page and remove the
previous administrators.
Revised to include Jeanne
Move that we give Sarah Jane an honorarium of $150 for all the work she has done to get the
backlog of information on the website.
Move that we remove he/she him/her and use they and them in the rewrite of the MGH.
Move that:
 Rule changes made between January 1 and June 30 will be implemented on January 1 of
the following year
 Rule changes made between July 1 and December 31 will be implemented on July 1 of
the following year
 Modifications of current rules as approved may become effected immediately and will be
posted in the Official Rule Changes (and dated when posted and when effective.
Move that we accept the course approvers guidelines as presented and move forward with a
committee of Jeanne Shaw, Kelly Ladouceur, and Debby DaCosta.
Move that the signs begin numbering with 100 and exclude start and finish in the numbering.
To use the numbering table which was provided by Maggie Bird.
Once approved forward to Sherri to update ongoing updates in preparation of new MGH. The
changes to numbering would take effect Jan 1, 2022."

Correspondence:
1. Received a probably spam email about domain name needing renewal
2. Question about how long it takes to get a dog registration number
3. Request for records check for missing Q

Other discussions:
1. Presentation to the board of the new signs
2. Clarification of what is happening with MGH and documents
3. Discussion re: new names and ribbons for championship levels for brace and team; note that
programming is required for this
4. Debby drafted a document about the roles and responsibilities of course approvers
5. New numbering system presented by Maggie Bird
6. New Advanced and Excellent send over jump signs proposed by Debby
7. Congratulations to those who have received lifetime achievement awards
8. Decision to remove the ‘for discussion only’ watermark on the constitution and bylaws
9. Discussion on whether a Virtual Working Class trial will be offered continuously or whether it will
be offered regularly
10. Discussion on the descriptions for the new signs to go in the MGH

